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TRANSFORMING THE “THURMOND RULE” IN 2016

Carl Tobias∗

Senators vigorously dispute the Thurmond Rule’s (Rule) meaning in the 2016 presidential election year. Developed by Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), the Rule is a peculiar tradition—not a statute or even a powerful dictate, like Senate rules, which bind members. The party not controlling the White House systematically invokes the custom during presidential election years to halt judicial designees’ consideration until November with the hope that its standard bearer prevails and, thus, can appoint jurists.

This evaluation suggests that the Rule invites partisan manipulation, shifting with the political winds to suit both parties’ distinct needs. For example, in 2004, when then-Senate Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) deployed it against George W. Bush’s nominees, then-Chair Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and current-Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) strenuously asserted that no Thurmond Rule existed. In 2008, current-Chair Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) similarly deemed the Rule “plain bunk.” This year, he and McConnell characterized the tenet as “flexible,” while Grassley declared that nominee confirmations generally end at the summer recess. Because confusion plagues definition of the stricture, and the Rule’s incessant use dramatically exacerbates the vacancy crisis, its perpetuation merits scrutiny.

This piece first analyzes the Rule’s history. Part II explains the convention and its deleterious consequences. Finding that each party reinterprets the notion to stymie appointments—which perverts the selection process, deprives courts of judicial resources for delivering justice, and intensifies the “confirmation wars”—the final Part proffers solutions. Because the Rule has multiple detrimental effects, it warrants abolition.

∗ Williams Chair in Law, University of Richmond. I wish to thank Margaret Sanner for valuable suggestions, Katie Lehnen for valuable research, Leslee Stone for excellent processing, the Emory Law Journal editors for careful editing, as well as Russell Williams and the Hunton Williams Summer Endowment Research Fund for generous, continuing support. Remaining errors are mine alone.
I. THE RULE’S ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

The Rule’s creation and growth deserve little examination here.\(^1\) Thurmond crafted the precept in 1980, asking Ronald Reagan to urge that GOP senators delay Jimmy Carter’s aspirants.\(^2\) The measure has received checkered application ever since. For instance, evidence indicates that neither party capitalized on the doctrine very much ahead of Judge Robert Bork’s 1987 disputed Supreme Court appointment.\(^3\) The following year, Reagan’s last, the Democratic majority prompted rapid confirmation for Justice Anthony Kennedy as well as seven circuit and thirty-four district nominees.\(^4\) A prominent rejection of the concept, even at the tool’s inception, was the suggestion by Edward Kennedy (D-Ma.), who deftly instigated Thurmond’s promotion of appellate confirmation for Stephen Breyer after Reagan had defeated Carter.\(^5\)

A related view espoused by Republican leaders for denying able, consensus prospects floor votes is that the Senate has treated President Barack Obama very fairly by approving twenty-three more nominees than Democrats approved at the equivalent juncture of Bush’s final year.\(^6\) This contention appears misleading

---


\(^4\) DENIS STEVEN RUTKUS & BARRY J. MCMILLION, *Confirmation of the U.S. Circuit and District Court Nominations in Presidential Election Years 6* tbl.1 (2012), https://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42600.pdf. Even in 1992, which was George H. W. Bush’s last year, the Democratic Senate majority helped approve eleven circuit and fifty-five district jurists. Id.


because it fails to consider the larger appointments context. The germane questions are (1) whether the upper chamber has equitably addressed federal court, litigant, and counsel needs manifested in the substantial vacancies, particularly judicial emergencies, over specified times, and (2) whether the President has nominated and the Senate has confirmed a sufficient number of accomplished, consensus nominees to satisfy those needs.\(^7\)

Indeed, Democratic majorities have treated Republican Presidents better than Republican majorities have addressed Democratic chief executives since 1988. In Reagan’s last year, the Democratic majority rather promptly approved Justice Kennedy and seven appellate court nominees.\(^8\) In 1992, this majority confirmed eleven Bush \(\text{père}\) appellate court jurists.\(^9\) During 2004, the chamber appointed five Bush circuit and thirty-two trial judges, while in 2008, senators robustly confirmed four appellate court and twenty-four district court nominees.\(^10\)

The approval record compares favorably with appointments made over Democratic chief executives’\(^7\) terms. In 1996, the Republican majority approved

---


\(^8\) *See* [RUTKUS & SCOTT, supra note 2, at 1 (stating similar views from President Bush and the Senate in 2008); Russell Wheeler, *Is a 112 Percent Increase in Judicial Vacancies Par for the Course?*, Brookings Inst. (June 6, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/2016/06/06/is-a-112-percent-increase-in-judicial-vacancies-par-for-the-course/.](https://www.brookings.edu/2016/06/06/is-a-112-percent-increase-in-judicial-vacancies-par-for-the-course/)

\(^9\) [RUTKUS & SCOTT, supra note 2, at 1 (stating similar views from President Bush and the Senate in 2008); Russell Wheeler, *Is a 112 Percent Increase in Judicial Vacancies Par for the Course?*, Brookings Inst. (June 6, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/2016/06/06/is-a-112-percent-increase-in-judicial-vacancies-par-for-the-course/].

\(^10\) [RUTKUS & SCOTT, supra note 2, at 1 (stating similar views from President Bush and the Senate in 2008); Russell Wheeler, *Is a 112 Percent Increase in Judicial Vacancies Par for the Course?*, Brookings Inst. (June 6, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/2016/06/06/is-a-112-percent-increase-in-judicial-vacancies-par-for-the-course/].
two Bill Clinton appellate court nominees. In 2000, it promoted appointment of eight circuit judges. In 2012, the Senate confirmed five Obama appeals court and forty-five trial court nominees. This year, the Republican majority has approved one circuit nominee and eight district nominees. Those records and the individuals confirmed show that Democrats, more than Republicans, directly apply the Rule only to controversial picks, so they find that accomplished, consensus nominees deserve appointment over the whole presidential election year.

In short, the 2016 results powerfully contrast with Democrats’ record approving four circuit and two dozen trial nominees at the comparable moment of Bush’s administration. The numbers portend badly this year, and the Republicans must sharply escalate confirmations now to match actions in 2007–08. Both parties should also persistently collaborate, especially by invalidating the Rule.

II. PROBLEMATIC SELECTION AND THE THURMOND RULE

The explanations for selection difficulties and the Rule’s insistent deployment are complex. Although perceptive observers attribute the

---

16 Editorial, The Senate’s Confirmation Shutdown, N.Y. TIMES (June 9, 2016), http://nyti.ms/1TX5HrV, supra notes 11, 14.
confirmation wars and the custom’s enhanced use to the Bork fight, the wars and the convention’s increased deployment are interrelated because the Rule currently serves as a potent weapon that combatants employ in quadrennial skirmishes, which punctuate these wars. The observers ascertain that selection has collapsed, as witnessed in corrosive partisanship, systemic paybacks, and strident divisiveness whereby the parties ratchet down review.

The consequences are grim. The very limited confirmation activity since 2015 means the bench possesses twelve circuit, seventy-six district, and thirty-five emergency vacancies. The “few” unfilled judicial posts resulted from the Democrats’ 2013 release of the nuclear option; this curbed filibusters, which the Republicans had invoked when delaying three exceptional, moderate nominees’ appointments for the D.C. Circuit, the second most important tribunal. But negligible confirmations across Obama’s last two years will spark many 2017 court openings and emergencies. In fact, the Rule works perniciously by allowing vacancies to soar near the presidency’s conclusion, which makes the new administration confront manifold empty seats precisely when it addresses the daunting startup challenges of promptly establishing a government.
Slow approvals, compounded by the Rule’s application, have numerous critical adverse impacts.24 The stalled approvals cause nominees to leave careers on hold and dissuade myriad remarkable prospects from contemplating the bench.25 Stymied appointments deprive courts of judicial resources and countless parties of justice.26 Those damaging effects also undermine citizen regard for the selection procedures and the government.27

In sum, this canvass demonstrates the profound need for expeditious Senate assessment of nominees, which the Thurmond Rule’s concerted deployment assiduously curtails. Accordingly, the chamber must institute salutary remedies that encourage increased yes or no votes, particularly through the mechanism’s swift abrogation.

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

A. Short-Term Suggestions

During the 2016 presidential election year, the Senate needs to cabin the Rule by following distinctly relevant precedent from 2007–08 when the Democratic majority helped approve ten Bush circuit and fifty-eight trial nominees. With minimal time left before December, securing these figures now could prove unrealistic, as the Republicans have slowly processed individuals ever since (2012); RUTKUS & McMILLION, supra note 4, at 18. But cf. RUTKUS & McMILLION, supra note 4, at 17 (stating that court vacancy rates have increased and decreased in the previous eight election years); Joe Palazzolo, Obama’s Successor Will Likely Fill Dozens of Judicial Vacancies, WALL ST. J. (Mar. 18, 2016, 6:32 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/obamas-successor-will-likely-fill-dozens-of-judicial-vacancies-1458340351 (predicting the large number of judicial vacancies that will need to be filled in 2017).


2015, confirming merely twenty recommendations. The party must equal the numbers from 2008 when Democrats rapidly appointed four Bush circuit and twenty-four district court submissions.\(^\text{28}\) Attaining this many confirmations would necessitate chamber votes on three appellate candidates\(^\text{29}\) and final ballots on sixteen of the trial level designees with reports.\(^\text{30}\) That initiative could protect the status quo, preserve expectations—if warranted—and deter gaming of the system until the parties subscribe to permanent reform.

**B. Long-Term Suggestions**

1. Abolishing the Thurmond Rule

Most crucially, the Senate needs to devise a long-term approach, preferably by eliminating the Rule, a solution on which the parties must concur this year but would only start applying in the next presidential election season to limit unfair benefit for either party. When abolishing the counterproductive Rule, both parties should cooperate to fill the maximum vacancies by appointing dynamic, centrist nominees throughout presidential election years. Senators, therefore, would implement the protocol that governed before the Rule’s effectuation.\(^\text{31}\)

The suggestion merits adoption because it duly honors constitutional phrasing and respects voters’ choices for President and Senate by permitting the chief executive to nominate and senators to carefully advise and consent about court members across the full terms of the President and senators.\(^\text{32}\) This idea correspondingly addresses the needs of federal court judges, parties, and counsel for speedy, economical, and fair dispute resolution through decreasing vacancies.\(^\text{33}\) Moreover, Thurmond’s proviso is not a law or even a Senate

\(^{28}\) See supra text accompanying note 10. This is a floor, not a ceiling.


\(^{30}\) If seventeen of the nineteen nominees awaiting floor votes win approval, that would equal Bush’s 2008 appointments. *Archives of Judicial Vacancies*, supra note 7.

\(^{31}\) See Kim, supra note 19.

\(^{32}\) The appointments and recess appointments clauses envision nomination and advice and consent throughout presidential and senatorial terms. U.S. CONST., art. II, § 2, cl. 2–3.

requirement, much less demanded by the Constitution. In fact, the Rule acutely contravenes the Constitution because it undercuts the document’s explicit nomination and confirmation prescriptions. The Rule in turn allows conflicting enforcement and confusion, and it is pervaded with exceptions. Indeed, the Rule serves principally to exacerbate the confirmation wars’ most deleterious facets—striking partisanship and systemic paybacks—in successive presidential election years.

Nonetheless, a Senate majority will probably oppose this initiative. A few senators would consider Rule abrogation a unilateral disarmament, not realistic or draconian, while others may lack the political courage to eliminate the Rule. Some will perceive that several purposes, which ostensibly supported its early articulation, have continued pertinence. For instance, when elections are imminent, chamber ballots may halt due to stated respect for the preferences that citizens would soon express through the election and concomitantly for the elected President and senators impending nomination and confirmation prerogatives. The senators’ propositions above must yield to (1) the specific constitutional directives, which authorize nomination coupled with advice and consent across the officials’ whole tenure, (2) millions of voters’ will evidenced in electing the current President and Senate, and (3) federal court, litigant, and practitioner needs for rapid, inexpensive, and equitable case disposition.

2. Modifying the Thurmond Rule

Insofar as senators’ concerns apply, federal politicians might satisfy them by codifying the provision as a formal chamber stipulation through relevant parameters that Democrats and Republicans do not “redefine” over succeeding presidential election years. This would clearly define the Rule and illuminate exactly how the proviso works. One critical example is the exclusion of able, consensus aspirants, an idea which leading senators from each party have

35 See supra text accompanying note 19. Few policy or practical ideas support perpetuation of the Thurmond Rule.
strongly championed or acknowledged. This clear definition honors the Constitution and invokes tradition before and even following the Rule’s initial use, most notably over the concluding Bush years.38

The chamber must prescribe the deadline by which appellate nominees would receive floor ballots. Grassley stated that the last presidential year’s first half was the contemporary benchmark.39 But it seems advisable to permit September, or maybe the lame duck session, to be the deadline for final consideration on all nominees whom a chamber majority prefers to have Senate votes. September confirmations have occurred in recent Republican presidencies,40 and the nuclear option dictated majority ballots for cloture.41 Three arguments can substantiate relatively disparate treatment of appeals court prospects. First, administrations emphasize ideology when forwarding these recommendations.42 Second, numerous circuit opinions enunciate policy and govern multiple, contiguous states.43 Third, twenty-first century practice has been to approve no candidate during the second half of the President’s last year.44

The final group of propositions demonstrate why applying the Rule to district nominations would be unnecessary. Observers state that Presidents emphasize these nominees’ competence rather than ideology,45 which means that nominees are comparatively mainstream. Trial level determinations also set less policy and cover smaller geographic regions.46 Accordingly, the practice has been to confirm the jurists subsequent to Labor Day and even in post-election November.47

38 See supra notes 15, 32, 37 and accompanying text; infra note 40 and accompanying text.
39 Statement of Senator Chuck Grassley, Executive Business Meeting, Senate Judiciary Committee (May 19, 2016); see supra notes 11–14.
40 See supra notes 4, 8–9; see also supra note 5. But see supra note 10.
44 See supra note 39.
45 Shenkman, supra note 23, at 226–29; Scheindlin, supra note 27.
46 Supra note 43.
47 See supra notes 9–10, 13, 19; RUTKUS & MCMILLION, supra note 4, at 8 (stating that in recent election years, many district court judges were confirmed in September and October).
CONCLUSION

Chronic partisanship attends the Thurmond Rule’s deployment, significantly propelling the splenetic confirmation wars across modern presidential election years. The chamber needs to abolish the Rule, or at least codify and confine the approach within the Senate rules until a clear majority who favors abrogation emerges.